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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES: 

1. SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks each. 

SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students have to 

attempt any FOUR questions. 
2. 

SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students have to 

attempt any TWO questions. 
3. 

SECTION-A 

1. Write briefly: 

a) What do you mean by data types and directives in 8051? 

b) What is the significance of DPTR? 

c) What is the function of ALE and EA / VPP pins of 8051? 

d) What is the significance of TCON register? 

e) Discuss the role of register banks and stack in 8051. 

tDiscuss the various flags for 8085. 

g)What are the data types and assembler directives of 8051? 

h) Show how to use Mode 2 in Timers to generate the time delay. 

i) Give the rotate instructions. 

) What is the function of stack and subroutine? 
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SECTION-B 

2. Draw and explain the 8085 microprocessor architecture 

3. Write an 8051 assembly program to generate a square wave of 66%duty cycle on the P2.3 bit, 

4. What is bit addressability feature? List various bit addressable registers of 8051. 

5. State and explain the addressing modes of 8051 microcontrollers. Illustrate each mode with an 

example. 

6. Write an assembly language program for 8051 to unpack the BCD number stored at external 

memory location 2500H. Store the results in internal memory locations 50H and 5lH. 

SECTION-C 

7. Discuss various arithmetic and logical instructions for 8085 microprocessor with examples. 

8. Draw the architectural diagram of 8051 microcontroller. Discuss the roles of each block. 

9. Using interrupts, write a program that continuously gets 8 bit data from Pl and sends it to PO 

while simultaneously creating a square wave of 180 microsecond period on pin P2.2. AlsoUse 

timer 0 to create the square wave, 

NOTE: Disclosure of Identity by writing Mobile No. or Marking of passing request on anv 

paper of Answer Sheet will lead to UMC against the Student. 
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